New outdoor
classroom is a hub
of learning...
Early in the summer term a brand
new outdoor classroom was built in
the spacious grounds at Portsmouth
High Prep School.The immediate
area has been re-landscaped and is
now the heart of outdoor learning
at the school.
The new outside space enhances
our Forest School programme
and is used for our Stay and
Explore parent and toddler
community groups. Lessons are
often taken outdoors and during
May the school took part in an
international initiative ‘Outdoor
Classroom Day’, part of a global
campaign to celebrate and inspire
outdoor learning and play.
Lessons from mathematics to
English have been able to make
the most of the incredible
summer this year in the new
outdoor space which is a real
oasis in the heart of Southsea.
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Coming up next...
A fresh approach to learning at
Portsmouth High Prep School

Beach schools is one of those enhancements.
We are taking our successful Forest Schools
programme and developing use of the beach
within it. There will be mornings or afternoons off
timetable and learning will go down to the shore,
just a five minute walk from the school. This is
just one change that will pique the girls’ interests
and make them think in a different way, promoting
learning as a whole rather than pigeonholing it into
specific areas.
Year 5 girls will also be linking to another school
in a completely different culture making contact
and working with children who attend Northwood
School in Zimbabwe. As well as discovering the
similarities and differences between location and
custom, the girls will embark on a joint computer
programming challenge. Their partner might be
sitting in a classroom across the world but they
will have to work together. The girls are very
excited and looking forward to it immensely.
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The fresh curriculum is gathering pace, with
enquiry led lessons and links across the school.
The rewards system has our learning wheels at
its heart, attributing house points to one or more
sections. The rationale behind these changes is
to enhance, develop and promote the tangible
strengths of the Prep School.
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Our vision is a school where intellectual curiosity
is developed and where girls enjoy learning
through a range of opportunities both inside and
outside the classroom. An explorers approach to
learning will ensure girls use thinking skills that
apply across the curriculum and beyond into sport,
music and drama.
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At the start of this term we introduced a fresh
approach to learning at Portsmouth High Prep School
with our new Explorers’ Curriculum from Pre-School
through to Year 6.
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New astroturf hockey pitch
at the Prep School
Later this year an astroturf hockey pitch will be
installed in the grounds at Portsmouth High Prep
School. This new development will build on the
impressive sports facilities available which include
tennis and netball courts on site and a Sport England
sports hall just a five minute walk away at the Senior
School.
Sports are high on the agenda here. Girls play sport to
the highest level and represent the school both in local
fixtures and in Girls’ Day School Trust sporting fixtures
across the country where the standard is excellent.
The last year was stellar for our Under 11 teams. The
netball squad were victorious in almost all of their local
games and made an outstanding showing in the league.
At the GDST Rally they achieved a third place amongst
the twenty-five schools with a high standard of play
that always accompanies this event.
In the cricket season the girls performed with
exceptional skill and determination. In their first
competition amongst South Hampshire schools they
won the entire festival. From there they attended the
GDST Cricket Rally which resulted in a magnificent
second position. This was closely followed by third
place at the Hampshire Finals, only slightly frustrated by
a one run loss in the semi-final.

